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BOOK REVIEWS* 
Algorithms and Data Structures. By N. Wirth. Prentice-Hall International, 
Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1986, Price X15.95/$27.95 (paperback), 
ISBN 0-13-021999-l. 
This is a revised edition of Wirth’s earlier book, Algorithms + Data Structures = 
Programs (Prentice-Hall, 1976). The main change is one of progamming language, 
from Pascal to Modula-2 but there are other changes as well, notably new sections 
on sequences and searching. Additionally, a chapter on compiler construction in 
the first edition is now omitted, on the entirely reasonable grounds that it was rather 
isolated from the rest of the book and would rather merit a more extensive treatment 
in its own volume. 
The book provides comprehensive coverage of a wide range of data structures 
and algorithms for handling them, the well supported central argument being that 
the representations chosen for data structures are intimately related to the design 
of effective algorithms for manipulating them. The emphasis throughout is very 
much on the systematic development of complete Modula-2 modules using data 
structures: for each of the structures considered, the essentials are discussed first, 
and then a number of procedures are developed with a full commentary on the 
development in the accompanying text. A typical presentation concludes with 
complete listings of the resulting Modula-2 modules. There are many analyses of 
performance and references to the literature. 
It is hard to imagine a better way of introducing data structures and their 
applications, the presentation being kept constantly on the move by detailed descrip- 
tions of program developments. A possible further improvement might be to provide 
more comments within the Modula-2 listings, but since most of the listings are a 
page or less and their development is well explained in the text, this is hardly a 
serious criticism. It is noticeable that good use of assertions and loop invariants is 
made in a section of Chapter 1 that has been newly written for this edition. This 
has the unfortunate effect of making one wish for a similarly up-to-date presentation 
of the rest of the material. 
This is not a presentation from first principles-for example stacks and loop 
invariants are not explained-but it is hard to imagine a more inspiring guide to 
the practical aspects of data structures. The book can be warmly recommended for 
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its stimulating presentation, especially to those concerned with the teaching of any 
of this material. Further editions or teaching notes using other programming 
languages might be useful. 
Peter WALLIS 
University of Bath 
Bath, United Kingdom 
Introduction to Functional Programming. By R. Bird and P. Wadler. Prentice-Hall 
International, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1988, Price f15.95, ISBN 
O-13-484197-2. 
The significance of Introduction to Functional Programming, by Richard Bird and 
Philip Wadler is that with its publication, the necessary revoiution in Computer 
Science/Software Engineering education, long overdue, at last becomes feasible. 
That the revolution is overdue is testified to by the long-standing gap between correct 
programming practices revealed by decades of research into programming 
methodology on the one hand, and the (at best) half-hearted support they receive 
in the typical curriculum on the other. To verify that claim, consider the extent to 
which, for example, formal methods of specification, derivation and verification are 
practised in final-year software projects. Moreover, this new feasibility (which 
derives from the book’s considerable intrinsic merits) poses a significant ethical 
challenge to those of us who remain compelled to teach according to the rubrics 
now rendered patently obsolete. But more of this below. 
Pedagogy 
To begin however, let’s consider the context that mandates such radicalism. For 
some two decades now, software engineers have become ever more aware that 
formal (mathematical) methods of software development are the only means by 
which adequate (i.e. both correct as well as efficient) solutions can be crafted. How 
should the curriculum foster the adoption of such methods by its students? 
To this reviewer, the following general pedagogical observations seem self-evident. 
(1) If there is a “better” way to do something, then some things should be done 
in that better way from the outset. 
(2) It is curious to require that of some course of study, ostensibly designed to 
sustain its eventual graduates for another forty-or-so professional years, the precise 
content of the introductory component should be determined by contemporary 
technological fads. Rather, what the student eventually needs to understand is lasting 
truths, plus how these truths may need to be compromised by current circumstances 
as a pardigm for the different compromises that ongoing changes in circumstances 
